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1. Introduction

The starting point for researching comments as speech acts written by the video game enthusiasts

of the Half-Life series arose from an intrigue of combining two of my main areas of interest:

social movements and technology. I had previously turned in my bachelor's thesis, a literary

review covering how social movements informally organize in an information society, where

using the internet is central (Castells 2010, 45). Moreover, I had started a traineeship working at

a Finnish game developer, Remedy Entertainment, as a User researcher1. As I wanted to delve

more into the confluence between social movements and technology use, the idea of examining

gamers forwarding their technological interests became the starting point.

The realization came from paying more attention to gamer requests in general. I organized

playtests for a Remedy game's expansion to assess its user experience with external participants

(Hodent 2017, 191). I found it intriguing that a first-time playtester requested a sequel to a game

released a decade ago, in 2010. The playtester wrote on our survey's additional feedback section:

"please make Alan Wake 2." Around the same time, adverse reactions and requests arose toward

a movie trailer of an upcoming Sonic the Hedgehog film (Inc 2019). Sonic the Hedgehog is a

well-known video game protagonist whose "fans2" requested a change to the protagonist's

appearance in the movie, which resulted in postponing the movie's release due to altering the

protagonist's appearance. (ibid.) Looking for examples of similar topics, I found a case study of

the video game Mass Effect 3 receiving an alternative ending after its fans expressed

dissatisfaction with the original ending of the game (Jalamo 2016).

2 A fan or enthusiast is passionately interested in somebody or something, such as a game or sports.

1 User researchers utilize feedback methodologies to determine the user experience of products.



Throughout decades, Half-Life fans have shown dedicated efforts toward receiving the sequel

Half-Life 3, generating multiple articles, documentaries, game jam games, and crowdfunding

efforts for the sequel, even for a fan-made sequel (Noclip 2018). Instead of receiving a Half-Life

3, which would continue the story of Half-Life 2, the latest release is Half-Life: Alyx. Its events

occur in the same timeline as the second game and the game is only playable using virtual reality

(VR) technology (Gamespot 2020). Therefore, I assumed there to be some divisiveness regarding

VR as the only gaming technology the latest release could be played on.

Counter to “fan activism” where political protest practices, such as demonstrations and petitions

are utilized to further culturally-oriented or consumer-based claims (Earl & Kimport 2009, 220),

such as “porting3” a favored game to another game system (ibid. 221) this case study focuses on

the practice of commenting as the action, as speech acts (Wood & Kroger 2000, 4) in a

discussion forum. Similar to research made on fan activism (Earl & Kimport 2009, 221) and

social movement research online (Penney & Dadas 2014, 74), this case study will focus on

comments made on a specific internet technology, the Steam discussion forum (Dunn 2014).

Furthermore, Steam is directly tied to the Half-Life series and its developer, Valve Software

(Valve), as introduced in Chapter 2.

Inspired by the borders between virtual communities and social movements, I am interested in

how a gaming community displays practices and behaviors similar to online social movements. I

will provide literature on how social movements are defined as well as the social movement

3 Porting refers to converting a video game designed to run on a different platform.
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mechanisms for taking collective action, in addition to some intersections with fan studies. My

main research question: How do participants in Steam’s Half-Life: Alyx community comment

for and against VR technology?

2. Background: Half-Life and virtual reality (VR)

2.1 Valve and Half-Life

Valve, an American game development company, was founded in 1996 by Gabe Newell and

Mike Harrington (Dunn 2014; Polygon 2013). The two millionaires (Dunn 2014) worked at

Microsoft as part of a team developing the Windows computer system (ibid.; Polygon 2013). In a

lecture at the University of Texas, Co-founder Newell disclosed his initial wonder about a small

12 member company in Texas called id Software. He was perplexed how the small team’s

creation, the popular first-person shooter4 video game Doom, was on more PCs than Microsoft’s

most important product, the Windows system. (Polygon 2013.)

Two years after Newell and Harrington left Microsoft to found Valve, in 1998, they released the

first Half-Life game. It is a science fiction-themed first-person shooter, also using the same game

engine5 as Doom, an aspect aided by another former Microsoft employee that joined their

company. (Dunn 2014.) Half-Life is described to have influenced the first-person shooter genre’s

development through “groundbreaking innovations” and also more broadly to have

“revolutionized storytelling in video games” as players experience the game entirely through the

5 A game engine is a software framework primarily designed for the development of video games,
and generally includes relevant libraries and support programs.

4 First-person shooters are video games which involve shooting enemies and engaging in other
combat from a first-person perspective, experiencing the action through the eyes of a protagonist.



game character without typically used cinematic scenes. Therefore, the game’s critical acclaim

was mainly attributed to “immersive storytelling” but also praise regarding “memorable”

opponents, advances in artificial intelligence, and offering “intense” gameplay. (The Strong

National Museum of Play.)

Its sequel Half-Life 2 was released in 2004 and surpassed the success of the first one (Dunn

2014). It was critically acclaimed for influencing the higher amount of interactivity in video

games by incorporating advanced physics6. Physics allows players to interact with the game

environment “realistically,” such as tear walls and use everyday objects as projectiles. This kind

of interactivity and opportunity to use everyday objects in games became the default in

first-person shooters. The Half-Life series claimed its place in the history of electronic games, as

well as some of their fan-made modifications. (The Strong National Museum of Play.)

Nevertheless, it also surfaced controversy on Half-Life 2 being exclusive to the Valve-owned

game distribution software Steam with the accompanying announcement that all their future

games would also be Steam exclusives (Dunn 2014).

Half-Life: Alyx was publicly unveiled in March 2019 through an announcement trailer on

Youtube (Valve 2019) and released to be playable a year later in 2020 (Gamespot 2020). The

developer calls it their “flagship VR game” (valvesoftware 2019). It can also only be purchased

through Steam (Valve Corporation n.d.c). It was well received in critic reviews, such as the

previous releases (Metacritic n.d.a; Metacritic n.d.b.; Metacritic n.d.c). Newell, the CEO who by

then had amassed a fortune of 4.1 billion dollars (Forbes 2021), has further entertained the idea

6 Game physics or Computer animation physics involves the introduction of the laws of physics into
a simulation or game engine for the purpose of making the effects appear more realistic to the
observer.
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of “brain-computer interfaces” as a future technological leap for gaming. He advocates that a

brain-computer interface could allow players to control devices using their brains, enhance

immersion, and personalize interactive experiences. (IGN Nordic 2021.)

2.2 The Steam community

When Valve wanted to encourage the first Half-Life’s enthusiastic game modification

community to continue modifying the game, Valve created a proto-Steam space, where they

released Half-Life’s software kit for these user-creators to utilize. Thereafter, Valve helped more

than a few user-creators in their modifications by polishing them into full game releases, such as

the successful multiplayer game Counter-Strike. The company hired the two community creators

developing Counter-Strike and released it in an official capacity in 1999. These community

supporting actions are described to have earned Valve a following among “hardcore gamers,” a

vocal and loyal fanbase described as a pillar to the company’s success. (Dunn 2014.)

In 2003, the co-founder Harrington left Valve, and the Steam software was officially launched.

Initially, Steam was described by users as a "buggy mess" with an "ugly user interface" and

cumbersome offline mode. Moreover, untypical for the time, users felt "forced" to be online

while playing video games. Additionally, at that time, Steam solely hosted Valve's games and

their modifications. (Dunn 2014.) A self-identified PC gamer reminisces Half-Life 2’s Steam

exclusivity, writing that their “PC gaming community” again felt “forced” to install Steam

despite its many inconveniences because of the urge accompanying Half-Life 2 to be on the

“bleeding edge of technology” (Colwill 2017).



After noted improvements in Steam's stability, it started to host other games and added features,

and serve as a discussion space for a larger community of gamers (Dunn 2014). Steam is

mentioned to have become the most popular PC gaming platform globally, (ibid.) where users

can browse, purchase, and download digital games to their PC (Martyniuk 2018, 17). In

December 2020, Steam reached its all-time peak of over 24,8 million concurrent users, and

Counter-Strike: Global Offensive was the most popular Steam game, reaching 1.3 million

players in a single hour at its peak. Steam had approximately 120 million monthly active users in

2020. (Statista 2020a.)

Although having installed Steam, the self-identified PC gamer described Valve to be a cold

corporation that wants to expand at all costs, additionally describing Steam to be a

“near-monopoly.” The PC gamer criticized their gaming community’s Steam loyalty when they

tried to prevent another wealthy gaming company, Electronic Arts, from making a game

exclusive to their own game store; therefore not being available on Steam. This actualization of

protesting games not being added to Steam after having first fought the Steam exclusivity for

Half-Life 2 is described as the PC gaming community succumbing to Stockholm syndrome.

(Colwill 2017.)

2.3 Virtual reality (VR) as a gaming technology

The term virtual reality (VR) was rarely used in the years 1991-1992, although the media did

hype a “revolutionary technology,” which allowed people to enter computer-generated worlds

(Schroeder 1996, 1). VR technology offers users a feeling of being in a computer-generated

virtual environment where users interact with objects (Schroeder 1996, 2; Laaksonen et al. 2013,
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339). In the actionable 3D environment, users have the illusion of “moving” in the environment

without needing to move similarly in reality (Laaksonen et al. 2013, 339.), for example, by using

a joystick in an arcade game where users sit in a virtual reality space vehicle (Schroeder 1996,

62-63) or using a 3D mouse to hold a virtual racket in a virtual tennis match (ibid. 61).

VR is further noted as a medium for video games (Laaksonen et al. 2013, 339), and games

became the most common appliance for VR technology in the 1990s (Schroeder 1996, 69; 62).

VR games tended to follow a similar format to other video games (ibid., 65) and the VR industry

grew through efforts to enter the home market, mainly through computer games. The games

industry and home market aspirations have been attributed to making VR less expensive. (ibid.,

1.) Although, already in 1996, VR was described as “commonplace,” perhaps too

enthusiastically, only because it was no longer used solely in research laboratories (ibid., 1) or

tied to universities or space programs (ibid., 46).

Additionally, VR games have developed from lasting only a few minutes (ibid., 65) to multiple

hours, for example, one can perform cardiovascular workouts by playing a rhythm game Beat

Saber (Virtual Reality Institute of Health and Exercise 2018). The essential game in this case

study, Half-Life: Alyx, lasts players approximately 15 hours to complete its story (IGN 2020).

Half-Life: Alyx has also been used unconventionally, for example, in Poland to teach pupils

remotely in a novel way during the COVID-19 pandemic (Bretan 2020).

Simultaneously, VR hardware with its head-mounted display combined with either a glove

(Schroeder 1996, 2), a 3D mouse (ibid., 61), a joystick (ibid., 63), or “controllers” (Verge 2020)



have changed during the years. Half-Life: Alyx has been made compatible with multiple VR

headsets (ibid.), also the currently most sold ones (Statista 2021c). Those headsets are also used

for purposes outside of gaming, such as the HTC Vive in handicraft education (Ahtinen 2018), or

with VR “field trips” conducted to explore Google Maps locations (Laine 2013), in which the

students praise the controllers’ buttons and simplicity (Laine 2013, 68).

VR, similarly to other technologies, can be divided into two components: hardware that

embodies the technology as a material object, and software, the information base for the tool

(Rogers 2003, 12). The dynamic relationship between technology and society is crucial to how

the range of VR and other artifacts becomes narrowed or widened. Society refines and

manipulates technology, as known in the sociology of technology. (Schroeder 1996, 15.) The

socio-technological relationship is deemed essential when examining technologies considered as

“new” and “emerging” (ibid., 14).

3. Theory and previous studies

3.1. Social movement mechanisms for collective action

In sociological definitions, social movements are understood as loosely organized, long-time

efforts to progress or resist a change in society (McAdam & Boudet 2012, 56). Moreover, they

are informal interaction networks consisting of individuals, groups, and organizations that are

kept together by shared goals, beliefs, and worries, from which they participate in political and

cultural conflict ( Diani 1992 , 13). The informality of social movements is highlighted by their
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lack of formalities, such as membership forms or chairpeople (Donk, Loader, Nixon & Rucht

2004, 3). Therefore, formal organizations can be thought of as the formally developed versions

of social movements (Blom & Siisiäinen 1992, 83), and similarly, if a social movement turns into

a political party, it is no longer a social movement (Castells 2015, 314).

Collective action in social movements, therefore, is at its minimum practiced without the aid of

institutions (McAdam & Boudet 2012, 56). Collective action, in general, can be understood as

being on a scale. At one end of collective action, there is a short-time “craze” or social outburst

without set structures. On the other end, there is collective action through advanced

institutionalized wholes. In all of their plurality, collective action in social movements sits in

between these ends. Social actors can change the social movement’s structure with novel and

spontaneous demands, formal institutions cannot change in the same manner. (Freeman &

Johnson 1999, 1–2).

Mario Diani (della Porta & Diani 2006, 20-21) defines social movements as a specific kind of

social process, of which actors participate in collective action through three mechanisms:

tightly-knit informal networks, a shared distinctive collective identity, and conflict relations with

identified others. I will broaden the mechanism of tightly-knit networks by adding literature on

looser network equivalents. This is because the research material is collected from an online

discussions forum. Sociologists of culture have attributed “fans” expressing discontent utilizing

protest practices to the increasing use of the Internet to register fan claims (Earl & Kimport 2009,

221).



3.1.1 Tightly-knit social networks

Mark Granovetter (1983, 201-202) is known for introducing the social network theory. In a

social network, individuals with strong mutual bonds usually also share a strong mutual bond

with others in the same strong-bonded social network. These kinds of entwined strong bonds

between individuals create tightly-knit groups. Usually, individuals belong in strong-bonded

groups that are separate from each other. These groups are often made up of peoples’ immediate

close circles, such as family and friend groups. (Granovetter 1983, 209.)

On the other hand, weak bonds refer to relationships between individuals that do not belong to

each others’ immediate circle, such as acquaintances. An individual’s acquaintances do not

similarly know each other the way friends know each other in groups. However, weak bonds can

create bridges between different groups. Weak bonds offer individuals access to knowledge and

resources they would not have accessed in their more immediate social groups. (Granovetter

1983, 209.) Granovetter mentions that acquaintances are less likely to be mobilized into social

movements as well as that if a social movement consists of actors who do not generally have

many bonds, those movements will not reach a larger population (ibid., 202).

Tightly-knit networks are more common in so-called “old” social movements, such as the

working-class movement. These mainly come out of tightly-knit and relatively homogeneous

environments and are tied to a location. Then again, so-called “new” social movements, such as

environmental and global justice movements, have a more heterogeneous pool of people

participating in the movement. Their networks are looser, which stretch more effortlessly beyond

national borders. (Donk et al. 2004, 4.) Although, the distinction between old and new social
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movements changes from one perspective to another, such as from the perspective of what is

seen to be the reason the social movement formed. In actuality, social movements are a

combination of old and new, which also applies to their reasons for being formed. (Blom &

Siisiäinen 1992, 77.)

3.1.2 Looser social networks

Becoming a part of the same network happens when individuals form connections, which

happens when their experiences are linked to each other. This can happen through propagating

events and the emotions related to them. The faster and interactive the communication and

experience linking process is, the likelier collective action becomes. (Castells 2015, 13–15.)

Internet technology is utilized in socio-political movements for direct online action, such as

email-based petitioning and lobbying campaigns (Earl & Kimport 2011, 76) as well as social

media. For example, The Occupy Wall Street movement utilized Twitter in the service of protest

in conjugation with face-to-face actions. The digital circulation of texts was a way to build a

geographically dispersed networked counterpublic that could articulate their critiques. (Penney &

Dadas 2014, 74.)

Furthermore, Christian Fuchs (2013, 345) has researched the Anonymous movement, which

became more known to the public through their later support of Wikileaks7 in 2010 with attacks

of shutting down websites of Paypal, PostFinance, Visa, Mastercard, and the Bank of America in

response to them disabling their donation possibilities to WikiLeaks. Anonymous is an example

of a movement that has an especially loose social network structure; its activists often do not

7 WikiLeaks is an international non-profit organisation that publishes news leaks and classified
media provided by anonymous sources.



know each other but act as a collective. Therefore, compared to many other movements, it is

much easier to join and leave because “Anyone can be anonymous.” (ibid., 348.)

Fuchs relies on della Porta and Diani’s social movement definitions when classifying

Anonymous as a social movement (ibid., 350-351; ref. della Porta & Diani 2006, 192, ref. della

Porta & Diani 1999, 16, ref. Diani 1992: 13). However, at the same time Anonymous has the

special characteristic of simultaneously being an “anti-movement” because many in their

platforms highlight play and entertainment. For the most time, they existed “for the lulz,” as in

for having fun. (Fuchs 2013, 347.)

3.1.3 A shared distinctive collective identity

The concept of collective identity was introduced by Alberto Melucci (1996) who defined

collective identity as a shared definition for individuals and groups created in their interactions.

Collective identities are communicated to potential activists who either relate to the identity or

do not. The communication is done through the movement’s frame of symbolic offerings. The

symbolic offerings include the actors’ interests, values, beliefs as well as the movement’s goals,

ideology, and action. (Blom & Siisiäinen 1992, 65–66.) Also, the field and form of action taken

from their shared definition are important for its actors (Melucci 1996, 70). The collective

identity “membership” criteria are dependent only on the actors’ recognition and uniting as part

of the same collective action network (Melucci 1996, 75).

Nevertheless, there can be certain degrees of conflict inside the same social movements, such as

in the Anonymous movement with the two political worldviews of liberalism and socialism

(Fuchs 2013, 345). Another example is the Feminist movement's divide regarding sexual politics.
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In 1982, a conference aiming to find a more nuanced and theoretically sound framework for

feminists sparked "feminist sex wars" as newfound ideological differences surfaced (Comella

2008, 202). At the time, the conference mobilized a new "social formation" to oppose the

prevailing stance of anti-pornography (Comella 2015, 453) through a coalition consisting of

members advocating for sexual freedom, autonomy, and anti-censorship (ibid., 453; ref. Comella

2008, 205).

Collective identities exist also regarding entertainment-related goals, such as to improve a video

game’s quality, when using online tactical forms, as fans have often referred to a like-minded

group or other supporter community, therefore sharing a collective identity (Earl & Kimport

2009, 221). As such, these tactical implementations give voice to classes of individuals, often

fans, and their “imagined communities” (Earl & Kimport 2009 236; ref. Anderson 1983).

Therefore, even digitally networked collective action is intertwined in a symbolic construction of

a united “we” and a shared cause forged by groups (Bennet & Segerberg 2012, 748-749).

3.1.4 Conflict action against identified others

In conflict situations, a group’s internal solidarity strengthens its actors’ identity and solidifies it,

which comes from the need to make sense of what they are doing (Melucci 1996, 74). In a

conflict, an articulated definition of what there is to gain, lose, or what they feel they are being

deprived of are important mobilizing elements. The more the actors believe that what they are

trying to achieve is rightfully theirs, the stronger their desire is to gain that resource or value, and

the greater the mobilization intensity is. (Melucci 1996, 293.)



Also, virtual communities can also be further divided into various self-aware groups, such as in a

master’s case study using the game Mass Effect 3’s user reviews as research material. The

common denominator is mentioned to have not been the game genre but broader expectations of

what video game experience should be and what attributes the game’s audience should have

possessed. The fans differentiated themselves from the “mainstream gamers” considered to be

“the wrong kind” to whom Mass Effect 3 was interpreted as trying to appeal to. Those

“mainstream gamers” were also characterized as “unintellectual” and “simple-minded.” (Jalamo

2016, 58.)

Nevertheless, “fans” usually move from their disputes toward a “unified interpretative position.”

The process is a typical fan dynamic. An interpretive position is described to be what makes fans

a cultural unit, a unified community. (Tulloch 1995, 107.) For example, the fans of the television

show Buffy the Vampire Slayer had differing opinions regarding a later season. A community

was formed to voice their opposing view to that season to make their opinion the prevailing one

through online message boards. In those boards, “true fans” were separated from those who

enjoyed the season they opposed. After a while, the differing opinions in the fan community

shifted toward a more singular accepted community opinion about the season. (Johnson 2007,

287-291.)
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4. Data and methods

4.1 Research material

Half-Life: Alyx received highly positive reviews from both game journalist critics and other

users (Metacritic n.d.c), which also applies to the previous Half-Life games (Metacritic n.d.a,

n.d.b). After initially using Half-Life: Alyx’s critic reviews as my thesis material but

accumulating concerns regarding the reviews constructing such a one-sided positive image for

VR,  I reflected upon it in the second master's seminar later in Fall of 2020 and used other

research material instead.

I was interested in a possible divide in the gamer community regarding VR as a gaming

technology and how it is manifested, thus searching for more suitable research material. I

watched streamers simultaneously playing the game while chatting with spectators and Youtube

videos and Reddit discussions. Finally I looked at the Half-Life: Alyx community on Steam

(SkeletonMan 2021). Steam is a service for playing, conversing, and creating games (Valve

Corporation n.d.a), where it creates a community space for all the PC games added there (Valve

Corporation n.d.b). I very quickly found participants on both sides regarding VR, especially in

the context of Half-Life: Alyx being a VR-only game. I read different topics, and changed my

research material to be comments in this Steam provided community and looked through topics

interpreted as being for or against VR technology.

For the thesis’ examination, I chose the discussion topic “Why Only VR!?” (SkeletonMan 2021)

because it was created the same day, Pacific time, the game was unveiled through a trailer, on



November 21st, 2019 (Valve 2019). The topic remained a most active discussion topic even two

years after its creation. Its long continuation could be regarded as a sort of phenomenon in itself.

Similar shorter topics contained similar comments to those in that topic, which is why I chose to

focus more on this longer one with its evolving interactions, as my primary material, instead of

multiple shorter topics with similar comments.

Altogether, the “Why Only VR!?”  topic gathered 11,514 comments before it was locked from

further commenting (SkeletonMan 2021). When I realized I could not analyze all of the

comments, I asked my thesis supervisors for guidance on a suitable amount of pages as material.

After which, I followed through and decided to divide the discussion topic into before and after

material. I collected 50 pages worth of material from its beginning (204 comments by 89

commenters) and 50 pages from the day the game was released (188 comments by 67

commenters). The material from the topic’s beginning is from December 14th, 2020. After

analyzing the material from the beginning, I gathered the material produced at the game’s release

on February 20th, 2021.

In addition to the before and after material, I later collected 5 more pages of material consisting

of 16 discussion topic titles and their starting messages on April 20th, 2021. The additional

material was chosen from all the 269 most recently active topics that day (Valve Corporation

n.d.e). The active topics were checked based on their titles and added for analysis if they were

interpreted to contain messages for or against VR.
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Altogether, the material accounts for 105 pages of comments in Times New Roman font, size 12

and 1,15 line spacing, created by 171 individual commenters (89 + 67 + 16 - 1). One participant

was in the research material twice, commenting in the after material from the “Why Only VR!?”

topic and later creating their own topic a year after release. Overall, collected comments included

all singular and structured comment texts, including the few comment remnants only visible in

structured comments, as the original comment was no longer visible. Additionally, usernames of

commenters have displayed if they have bought the game (SkeletonMan 2021), which was

collected as additional yes-no data in the coding process.

Comments with links shared to other sites, such as Youtube videos, websites, articles, and

reviews, are considered part of the material and therefore affected how the comment was coded.

However, these shared contents were not separately collected and saved. These shared contents

were viewed in full, and they are described in results similar to describing commenting behavior,

instead of having separate excerpts, which have most of their original text formatting.

In separate excerpts, all stylistic choices that seem intentional are included, such as

all-capitalized or lowercase text and additional or missing punctuation marks. Emojis would

have been included if those had been part of the excerpts displayed. These discussions can be

publicly viewed without a Steam account (SkeletonMan 2021). By default, the chat language

preference has a filter for profanity and slurs, turning them into “***” or “♥♥♥.” I also had those

settings enabled when collecting the data logged in, which is why some excerpts have heart

symbols. (Valve Corporation n.d.d.) The only changes to the written excerpts are from correcting



typos interpreted as unintentional, such as an additional letter or few missing letters, as well as

opening the abbreviation “HL” to “Half-Life.”

Although they have pseudonyms to protect their anonymity and it is a public forum

(SkeletonMan 2021), for added privacy, I did not include commenters’ usernames to the

excerpts, only comment and topic title numbers (Appendix B), if any commenter would wish to

permanently delete their comments from the internet, as some comments were already removed

at the time of collecting and saving the material. Additionally, as a “lurker,” I did not participate

in commenting or revealing in other ways in the creation of this “natural material” (Laaksonen et

al. 2013, 333).

4.2 Mixed methods case study

It is characteristic for case studies to utilize different methods and research materials (Bamberg,

Jokinen & Laine 2007, 9; Eriksson & Koistinen 2014, 16). Primarily, I used grounded theory

practices to analyze comments and their functions (or discourses) and assigned every comment a

sentiment regarding VR for data visualization purposes; to showcase commenter sentiments

before and after releasing the cultural product. Secondarily, I collected yes-no data if the

commenters bought the product. Analyzing discussions is usually qualitative, but if a

communication platform offers some readily available quantitative information, incorporating it

is encouraged to at least consider (Laaksonen & Matikainen 2013, 182-183; 187).

Usually, the case study researcher is driven by their suspicion or initial knowledge that

something is important, although the meaning of it reveals itself later in the research process
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(ibid.). I was interested in a phenomenon and its sequence of events, which are typical focuses in

case studies (Bamberg et al. 2007, 9). I found grounded theory practices suitable for this case

study's purpose instead of a more granular discourse analysis. An emphasis on discourse usually

entails a shift away from the focus of interest of a particular phenomenon to the interest of the

discourse itself; how events are constructed in the social reality (Wood & Kroger 2000, 8-9).

Moreover, it would be appropriate for a researcher who conducts a case study to separate the

case from the subject of research. For example, the American sociologist and anthropologist

John Walton (1992) examined a case about the uprising of farmers, and the subject of study was

the changing relationship between local coalitions of power and civil society. (Bamberg et al.

2007, 10-11; 118.)

Glaser and Strauss's (1967) grounded theory approach and the conversations it generated have

contributed to case studies being carried out more often (Eriksson & Koistinen 2014, 4; ref.

Eriksson & Kovalainen 2008). In grounded theory, creating concepts is central (Strauss & Corbin

2008, 51-52). Concepts are the product of analysis and interpretations, representing a specific

idea in the data (ibid., 159). Therefore the concepts are grounded in the data instead of there

being an emphasis on pre-existing theory. Concepts are used for organizing and grouping data. A

given example of a concept is the grouping of an airplane, kite, and bird. The common element

could be named to be "flying." After grouping different things this way, it is possible to examine

every element inside the concept of flying in more detail. (ibid., 51-52.)

As data never speaks for itself, interpretation is an integral part of analysis. Giving meaning is

what researchers, and people in general, do when interpreting texts, such as words and pictures.



(Schreier 2012, 2; Corbin & Strauss 2008, 48-50.) Moreover, meaning-making is more or less

standardized. More standardized meanings do not demand as much interpretive work. A used

example of a more standardized interpreting work is a calculation task where men's and women's

prevalence in advertisements is counted based on their assumed appearances. This task would

progress more automatically, as it demands less interpretive work. Therefore, analyzers who

belong to the same culture would most likely have similar assumptions and come to the same

conclusion.

The interpretation of meanings from word combinations is less standardized, demanding more

interpretive work from analyzers (Schreier 2012, 2), and words and actions can receive different

meanings from one language to another or from one situation to another (Corbin & Strauss 2008,

49-50). Therefore, collecting the yes/no data of the cultural product purchases displayed with

every comment (SkeletonMan 2021) was gathered to explore how the "factual" data aligned with

the otherwise interpretive qualitative data.

In practice, after collecting the text material, I started the process of open coding, where the

material is broken into parts and named (Corbin & Strauss 2008, 195; 198). After that, I started

the final coding process using a more defined research question, coding every comment for its

functions. New comments were constantly compared to the previously coded concepts for

commonalities and differences, making it a comparison analysis (ibid.). The comment functions,

which I considered to be conceptually similar to previously named concepts, received the same

conceptual codename. Generally, coding more comments add to the general attributes of

concepts (ibid.). I strived to achieve "conceptual saturation" and richer concepts by coding all
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comments in the 105 pages of material and ascribing comments under multiple concepts if their

functions fit into more than one. Overall, continuously writing memos and later drawing

diagrams were essential to the analysis, concept integration, and construction of this case study's

theory grounded in the data. (Corbin & Strauss 2008, 195.)

5. Analysis

5.1 Initial analysis

I found the Half-Life: Alyx Steam community, read different discussions and chose the "Why

Only VR!?" topic for analysis. The topic’s title seemed like the central question for many. As text

is produced for a particular occasion (Wood & Kroger 2000, 9), the topic was assumed to be

created as a response to the product being VR-only. I copied and imported the discussion's first

50 pages of research material to Atlas.ti, a qualitative data analysis software (Salla & Matikainen

2013, 185). I initially started the process of "open coding" the data. Open coding is the process of

producing usable abstractions and constantly comparing data with data while moving through the

data quickly. (Bryant & Charmaz 2019, 175-176.) I open-coded comments of the first 44 pages

and became more acquainted with the material with the preliminary guiding question: How do

the participants construct their online community with their comments?

After that I delved deeper into an intriguing category, a higher-level concept consisting of

smaller concepts similar to each other (Corbin & Strauss 2008, 159), named "Identity building."

It consisted of the concepts "non-VR player," "non-VR Half-Life fan," and "VR developer." The



latter was formed only of comments from one participant expressing their knowledge and trying

to convince others as a VR developer that porting the game to a keyboard-mouse system would

be unreasonably burdensome. Otherwise, in the material at that point, those who did not oppose

the medium were less likely to mention a VR-related collective identity but rather try to exclude

those who had objections about the game's medium. Then again, those opposing a VR-only

Half-Life game in turn negatively characterized those adopting VR for the game, also excluding

them from "Half-Life fans." Communication with pseudonyms is likelier to result in aggressive

streaks (Laaksonen & Matikainen 2013, 182-183) but also through those, I noted the different

groups formed group-specific strategies to forward their goals.

Furthermore, I acknowledge that my curiosity about the similarities to social movements was a

deciding element to the chosen topic. I shielded myself from reading social movement literature

before the analysis to not be too influenced by it and instead keep an open mind. Nevertheless,

through my bachelor's thesis, being familiar with social movement mechanics to collective action

beforehand probably influenced the study as it is the primary reference I had for group actions.

Therefore, the study might have been different if the initial conditions for choosing it as an area

of study would have been, for example, from the perspective of marketing science, social

psychology, or subculture studies. Therefore, collective action frames could also have influenced

the more defined questions I wanted to delve into based on the initial codes, which were:

A) How do the participants describe themselves and others in the community?

B) What goals do the groups have?

C) What actions are taken to forward goals?
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The three are all somewhat overlapping, and I continued with the perspective of C as the actions

in comment functions felt clearest, also for simultaneously elaborating aspects of participants’

identities and goals. With actions, I am mainly referring to the theory of "speech acts" by John

Langshaw Austin (1962), which has a core assumption that language is not only about things but

also does things (Wood & Kroger 2000, 4). Language is recognized to have multiple functions

(ibid., 5). Functions refer to actions or what is being done with text (ibid., 7), such as

constructing identities (ibid., 5). In addition to speech acts, buying the product is also included in

actions (not) taken to forward goals. In the initial analysis, some participants, for example,

expressed they will not buy the game because of dissatisfaction with the VR medium, and others

wanting to support the medium by buying the game was also maintained as a possibility.

Furthermore, I considered the possibility connected to collective action in social movements,

where being against something, or defining the opposition, is formulated through a movement's

ideological language. Therefore, identifying an actor as opposition happens in relation to the

system the actor represents, a way to ensure conflict action does not hit one's in-group. (Melucci

1996, 293.) Moreover, the other persons involved in a circumstance influence what participants

talk about (Wood & Kroger 2000., 5), which is why I kept in mind the possibility of conflict

situations strengthening a group's internal solidarity and actors' identity (Melucci 1996, 74).

Although the participants in this study might not be regarded as social movements (Earl and

Kimport 2009, 239), similar considerations of acting through other actors  (Melucci 1996, 293)

and their symbiotic relationships (ibid., 74) was incorporated in the final examination of actions

taken for their goals.



5.2 Research question and coding frame

The final research question based on the initial analysis, used to provide the results: How do

participants in the Steam Half-Life: Alyx community discussions comment for and against VR?

To simplify the research question’s inquiries, I developed a coding frame, which I will assign the

successive material (Schreier 2012, 1) imported into Atlas.ti, from its beginning. With the coding

frame I coded all the participant usernames (question A), their comment function for or against

the VR medium (question B), assigned the participant a color based on the sentiment group for

or against VR (question C), and added if they purchased the game (question D).

A) Participant’s username

B) Purpose of comment: What is the comment’s function?

C) Sentiment: What is the comment’s reaction to the VR-only game Half-Life: Alyx?

1. Positive

2. Negative

3. Neutral/Mixed

4. Unclear

D) Does the participant own the game?

● Yes

● No

Therefore, all participant usernames from the material were coded, also showing how many

times each one commented. All the comments or speech acts were coded, for example, if
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participants commented the VR hardware requirements were too expensive I coded those

comments under “VR as too expensive.” These were often attempted to counteract with

mentioning VR headset prices regarded as affordable, which were coded under “offering cheaper

VR options.” If in the same comments participants act in an aggressive manner toward the others

or attribute negative characteristics to them, those comments were also coded under “Against VR

person/fans” or “Against non-VR person.”

At the same time when the comment is coded for the participant’s username and comment

functions, the participant is assigned one of four colors based on their sentiment. The sentiment

color is red when the participant positions themself in this context as against VR, yellow when

they are regarded as neutral or having mixed sentiments, green when they position themselves

for VR, and gray when the participant’s messages are unclear. For example, the “Why only

VR!?” discussion’s author has a negative reaction toward VR in the product, referring to

Half-Life fans who did not want it to be in that medium, and thus is are assigned the color red.

The author continued to reject VR, therefore the color stayed red and did not turn yellow.

Additionally, the purchase acts for each participant was marked as either “Has” or “Not,” written

in Atlas.ti for all participants to their comment displays, which is found below the code name and

coloring option.

5.3 Network visualization

Presenting information visually is a way to display a phenomenon in a new condensed way

(Huhtamäki & Parviainen 2013, 231; ref. Ware 2004). The visualization pattern used in this

study is about actor groups that take the same position or role in the communication network



(Huhtamäki & Parviainen 2013, 227; ref. Freeman 2005, 248). Therefore, I connected all

participants who were for, against, or neutral with all other participants within the same

sentiment groups. The connections are visualized as lines. The few participants with unclear

instead are displayed as singular "nodes" and thus do not have "edges," connections to other

nodes (Huhtamäki & Parviainen 2013, 229). These social networks are visualized in section

6.4.2.

As I used the qualitative data analysis program Atlas.ti program (Laaksonen & Matikainen 2013,

185) for grounded theory coding, I first copied the participants' usernames from those who

commented at the unveiling date from the program. I pasted their username into a Google Sheets

page (similar to Excel). I added their commenting frequencies to an adjacent column, and

proceeded to name the columns as ID and Activity. For connecting participants to each other, I

used two more columns, named Source and Target. Despite the column names, there is no

"direction" (Huhtamäki & Parviainen 246) the way a message sender and receiver would have;

the only thing that matters is that similarly positioned participants are connected. A source is a

participant connected to its targets, all the other participants in the same sentiment group, such as

VR supporters.

For connecting, it was more convenient to represent participants in numbers, such as 3, a

username's row number, instead of having to copy-paste the longer usernames. It also enabled

keeping track of participants better because the amount of targets for a participant in the same

group continuously decreases by one for the next participant. For example, if source 3 belongs to

a group of a dozen other participants, first, the number 3 has to be put 12 times to the Source
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column, then the 12 other participants to the Target column. Next, for participant 4, who is in the

same group, there is only a need to add 4 to the following cells in the Source column 11 times,

then add the 11 remaining participants to the Target column. It is because 3 and 4 were

previously connected with participant 3.

After connecting all the participants in the same groups from the unveil date, except for the

unclear ones I connected to themselves to show up as singular nodes, I did the same with

participants commenting on the game release date in a new file. I imported these as CSV. files to

Gephi, a network visualization, and analysis program (Huhtamäki & Parviainen 2013, 238). In

Gephi's data laboratory, based on the participants’ commenting frequencies of 0-4, 5-9, 10-14,

15-19, 20-24, 25-29, 30-34, 35, I changed participants' node sizes accordingly: 50, 60, 70, 80, 90,

100, 110, 120. From Gephi’s visualization layout options, I chose Yifan Hu, as it separated the

groups from each other. I further edited the networks’ appearances. For example, I placed the

groups side by side and colored them by their color-coded sentiments as red, yellow, green, and

gray, more precisely elaborated in the analysis section 5.2. The program's visualization helps

make apparent if a participant is represented more than once or if connections are missing

between actors, inherently aiding in reducing possible errors (ibid., 238).

5.4 Table of codes and core concept

All in all, 28 categories or higher-level concepts (Corbin & Strauss 2008, 159) were coded from

the research material before and after the game’s release. I’ll open these a little bit for it to be

more understandable to read Table 1: The main category overall highlighted either VR or the

VR-only game as “the future” or being somehow better to keyboard-mouse gaming. Overall, also



from those acting for VR, the second larger category relates to the exclusion of keyboard-mouse

gamers from what was later attempted to claim as a “VR community” was the second biggest

category. Third, the main argument against VR is voiced to be that it is expensive.

Codename Frequency Codename Frequency

Valve in VR as the problem 2 Unconvincing rhetoric 12
Avoid non-VR people strategy 4 Alyx designed for VR 13
Hopes Alyx/VR is good 4 Doesn't want to buy VR 13

"sucks for you, not for me" 5 Downplays VR technology issues 13

Impressed afterward 5 Against VR person/fans 16

Justifying complaining threads 5 Alyx as bad money-making strategy 18

Valve wants money 6 Being left out 20

Asking for information 7 Against non-VR person 29

Misinterpellation 8 VR technology as lesser 32

Offering release information 8 Offering cheaper alternatives 34

Some disappointment afterward 8 Valve pushes VR/HL cycle 35

VR exclusivity is preferred 10 VR as too expensive 36

Non-VR Alyx/HL3 request 11 Said to stop complaining 45

Speaking for HL fans 11 Alyx/VR as future/better 52

Table 1. The 28 codes and their frequencies from the 105-page comment material

Nevertheless, there was an unsatisfactory feeling that these codes and their frequencies do not

capture the whole story. I continued to build theory by connecting the various analytical threads

in a point of final integration. In the integrating process, the categories were linked around a core

category, through which the resulting theoretical construction is refined and trimmed. (Corbin &

Strauss 2008, 263-264.) I continued writing about the codes in a journal and found the core

category (or central phenomenon) to be the fourth most frequent codename "Valve pushes
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VR/HL cycle" (HL refers to Half-Life). It was the piece of the puzzle integrating into itself most

other codes, which I named “The Half-Life cycle” as referred to by a single commenter.

I drafted diagrams for the core category The Half-Life cycle (Figure 2), reread memos, and

created a storyline, which are techniques analysts use to arrive at a final concept integration

(Corbin & Strauss 208, 274). The core category or central phenomenon is constructed also

through previous Half-Life releases and will be introduced through results in section 6.1.2. and

discussed in section 7.2.

Figure 1: The Half-Life cycle diagram



6. Results

6.1 Half-Life as a technology-advancing series

6.1.1 (Not) identifying with Valve’s interest in VR

The developer Valve is described to have an interest in VR technology. Although those who

expressed only positive sentiments toward the latest game release described the developer as

more invested in the technology than those with negative sentiments. The developer was even

characterized to be a driving force for the medium or that “their complete focus is VR.” Then

again, participants with negative sentiments toward the release acknowledged Valve’s interest in

VR but did not interpret it to be as established, allowing them to ask for a keyboard-mouse

version:

Seriously Valve? Half life fans have been waiting for over 10 years for another half life
game. Not cool. I get you wanna push this VR crap but don't make it VR exclusive!!!
(Topic 1 message / Comment 0)

Valve was also addressed directly in comments, when participants mentioned not buying the

game themselves and trying to convince Valve that a VR-only release would be a “marketing

mistake.” They speculated that Valve would have made a larger profit if Half-Life: Ayx would

have been playable with a keyboard and mouse. Commenters with positive sentiments agreed,

but these commenters also downplayed the role of profit; “Kinda true but who cares.”

Profit was elevated also from another perspective when speculating why the game is VR-only,

that its purpose is to solely increase sales of Valves own VR hardware. Overall, Valve is painted
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mainly to serve their own end instead of Half-Life enthusiasts, perhaps at their expense;

”Because they want to squeeze the money cows that will buy a VR headset just for playing this

game.”

Then again, those with positive sentiments justified releasing a game that also serves hardware

sales. Generally, the discourse of companies having the main purpose of making profit was

utilized; “I will never understand all the complaining about this being VR only. Why wouldn’t

Valve release a AAA exclusive for VR? That’s how you sell more units.” Furthermore, VR

enthusiasts mention the game serving them as customers who already spent money on hardware;

“Valve is trying new things for the people who spent tons of money on the tech. I don’t see

anything wrong with their direction.”

Additionally, Valve was positively constructed rather to have higher aspirations outside of profit.

They tried to convince those pleading the developer to make a keyboard-mouse version, that

Valve is most likely aware of most gamers not owning a VR set, for example, through their

Steam survey on users’ hardware. Furthermore, they accentuate Steam itself to be a substantial

source of profit, affording Valve to decide to forward VR technology without thinking about

immediate profit.

Furthermore, Valve itself is positively to be an “innovator.” The innovator image of the company

is constructed throughout the discussion, especially through highlighting every Half-Life game to

be their “tech pushing demo,” having a record of impacting future gaming. This image was more

highlighted by commenters at the game’s release, when it already received high reviews from



game critics. They expressed that “innovative developers” like Valve, which take risks and

succeed should be thanked as that is how they as gamers get new experiences. Additionally,

some are mainly excited for the game because it is in VR or they have dreams of what VR could

be. An additional keyboard-mouse version was expressed to defeat the purpose of innovation.

Then again, the developer Valve itself is described to be a “backstabber.” In speech acts against

VR, commenters distanced themselves from what they called “VR fans,” establishing themselves

as keyboard-mouse gamers and “Half-Life fans.” They feel “forced” to get a VR set and upset

since Half-Life has been constructed to be a keyboard-mouse game:

VR only? GTF out of here Valve.
Are you serious? We Half-Life fans have waited 12 years for something Half-Life related
and now you give us something new and force us to have to get a VR headset to even
experience it? (Comment 34)

Because a lot of fans were expecting a PC-keyboard-mouse game for what... 13 years? So
they did not think that it [Half-Life: Alyx] would be on a VR thing even if Valve expressed
interests on this technology because the franchise WAS A KEYBOARD-MOUSE
FRANCHISE 13 YEARS AGO AND THAT THEY WAITED A LONG TIME TO GET A
LIFE SIGN? [– –] (Comment 3569)

6.1.2 The Half-Life cycle narrative

The first Half-Life game is highlighted to have “revolutionized gaming” through offering a

story-driven experience, which became a mainstay in the genre of first-person shooters.

Half-Life 2 is highlighted to have “revolutionized gaming with its incredible lifelike physics.”

Speech acts for VR place Half-Life: Alyx in the same narrative to “revolutionize gaming with

virtual reality.” Furthermore, those most supporting the idea of Half-life as a technology

advancing series entertain Half-Life 3 to be a “brain-interfaced game.”
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Furthermore, hardware requirements have been described to divide gamers in every release. The

first Half-Life is, for example, elaborated to have required a graphics processing unit, the sequel

to have required upgrading one’s PC, and the latest release to purchase a VR set. The participants

that have only positive sentiments toward the latest release positioned themselves in this

narrative as similar to the hardware adopters. They elevate themselves in this way as Half-Life

enthusiasts. They further claimed the hardware resistant participants to be similar to the resistant

participants of previous Half-Life releases. This hardware related gamer divide happening at

every release is named by a commenter as “the Half-Life cycle”:

This is literally the Half Life cycle, I swear.

When Half Life 1 came out, people were yelling they had to buy a GPU [graphics
processing unit] to play a game?
What the ♥♥♥♥ Valve.

When Half Life 2 came out, people were yelling they had to upgrade to play it?
What the hell Valve!

Now we have Half Life Alyx, and people need to buy a VR headset.

Half Life is their technology pushing series. This is the new tech. This looks incredible,
and knowing  Valve it's going to be polished in a way no other VR game has been (which
is the problem). They are hedging their bets on VR taking off and becoming mainstream,
and this is their push for it. [– –] (Comment 31)

Furthermore, the largest code concept “Alyx/VR as future/better” consist of comments where

VR, also through Half-Life: Alyx, is believed to be the future of gaming in one way or the other.

Someone commented being “mega hyped” for the release, specifically because it will be



VR-only. The technology is mentioned as the future of gaming, “just like streaming services are

the future of television.” Another example being “the car industry, we are going for more

advanced, efficient, ecologic and safer electric cars like Tesla.” After the game release, positive

expressions toward VR and supporting it are expressed in more detail. Some mentioned having

played Half-Life: Alyx. One of them writes about having “dream of what VR could be” and how

“you might as well consider Half Life: Alyx the actual, proper launch video game for VR as a

platform.”

6.2 VR technology disagreements

6.2.1 Economic expenses

The hardware expenses of VR constitute notable divides between participants, the most often

voiced complaint was about the technology being too expensive. It is a reason for commenting

against Half-Life: Alyx to be VR-only. Commenters with neutral or mixed sentiment echoes

those comments. There was more or less tension throughout the topic between participants

disagreeing about if the financial expenses are too much or not, or worth it, and what constitutes

them. Resistant participants mentioned the overall cost of playing the game to be higher, that it

includes the price of the game, a VR kit, and usually but not always a new VR-suitable PC.

Positively sentimental commenters disagree with including a new PC in the overall price of

hardware requirements, further claiming that any PC made in “5” or “7” years should be

adequate to run VR. They simultaneously elevate themselves as gamers when mentioning  that

those discussing a need to buy a new PC should have already upgraded their computer if they are

PC gamers. Moreover, a VR supporter elaborates their disagreement of adding a new PC to the
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overall price, that in that case other games, such as the latest Doom, would also cost “$1000” and

how a powerful PC could be used for a myriad of different activities.

In addition to hardware costs, participants highlighted additional expenses coming from living

outside of the US. There is mention of prices generally being higher outside of “western”

countries but also that other western countries also have the same barriers; “We get shafted like

the rest of the world other than the USA on Technology which is normal, sort of.” At the time of

the game’s release, commenters mentioning they live in Canada were vocal in listing additional

costs, such as “customs and taxes, both taxes, and an environmental fee.” These participants

were usually grouped as having neutral sentiments because outside of economic costs, their

sentiments towards the VR-only release were positive. Another neutral sentimented commenter

was positively taken by a shared video clip of the game but recently suffered an economic loss:

This small part makes me feel happy and sad. A mix. Happy because jesus that's so good.
Sad because the virus [COVID-19 pandemic] spread here and all shops closed down. No
money for me… (Comment 3469)

VR supporters took almost a customer support role in wanting to get more commenters to adopt

the technology. They asked those mentioning the cost barrier to be too high that what would be a

low enough price for them. They often mentioned different prices for headsets and gave their

opinion on their quality and mentioned PC prices they described as “cheap,” or different parts for

upgrading already used computers instead of purchasing a new one. These alternative options

included payment strategies and alternative webshops elaborated as affordable solutions for

people also outside the US.



6.2.2 Gaming experiences

Commenters with negative sentiment toward Half-Life: Alyx being a VR-only game especially

brought up motion sickness as a more prevalent known issue they associated with VR. Motion

sickness is also expressed to be the reason movement is limited when playing games on it or why

the movement is “clunky.” It is brought up also by neutrally sentimented commenters, such as

one claiming the game looks good but that they sold their VR set because of getting motion sick.

Myriad of additional separate downsides were mentioned, such as not wanting to play with a

technology compromising real surroundings, having to give too much space to a play zone, not

wanting to watch a display in that form, a fear of inducing increased eye strain, as well as

wishing the headset to be “smaller, wireless and more convenient.” That the technology has not

come far enough for it to be a truly enjoyable gaming experience, described to be a “gimmick” or

that VR is already “dead.” Someone added that the worst part is that “VR games look like games

from 2005.” Then again, in a discussion topic titled “VR is very stressful,” a participant who

started to play Half-Life: Alyx mentioned as a downside that it seems too real:

Just bought it on sale. Has been a while since I used my VR set. Just finished the very
first part. It is scary how real it feels. The main difference between VR gaming and other
gaming is that VR is very stressful to me, because it is so real. I need to pause often
(Topic 10 message)

The negative VR experiences are described not to be accurate or up to date, such as assumed to

be based on experiences “from 2015, 2016 or hell, even earlier.” Those with positive sentiments

commented either not being affected by motion sickness themselves or say that it will dissipate
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after initial experiences or by taking small breaks. All in all, motion sickness is pointed to be a

problem of the “very few” or cause of not using an efficient enough computer:

It sounds like someone is playing at sub 90 FPS or on a substandard system. That, or they
are one of the very few people that just can't play VR. If that's the case then it's just not
for them. They won't be here whining though because that's a THEM problem, not a VR
problem. (Comment 145)

6.2.3 VR as a gaming medium

Continuing to pressure and ask for a non-VR version from Valve, the claims of a

keyboard-mouse version being too difficult for this developer to create was not believed. Also,

they disagreed with the notion of a keyboard and mouse version being a compromise, as some

commenters suggested. There is doubt on whether the game, if it uses a similar software as

previous Half-Lifes, even needs a VR headset to be played:

You mean Half-Life, the game that started as a glorified Quake II mod, with a sequel that
runs on an engine so flexible it can run on anything from the past decade? (Comment
122)

In an attempt to prove the game was specifically designed for VR and not worth translating into

a keyboard-mouse version, a link was shared to a Youtube video with three Half-Life: Alyx

developers. They disclose that customers, previous to Half-Life: Alyx had asked “Where is the

big VR title?” The developers came to the conclusion the customers meant a high production

value game that has not been seen before. It was a role they felt they could fill and started to

develop a “big VR game” and experiment with their game franchises. They mention discovering

Half-Life elements to be enhanced or reinvented by VR, and continued to organically grow a



game from there. Additionally, developers mention playtesting what they thought to be a 15

minute VR prototype but noticing testers playing it for 45 minutes and exhibiting behaviours

they had never seen players exhibit in a more “flat screen 2D desktop environment.”

In the video, the question of “Why does it have to be VR-only?” was raised by the interviewer to

be a question they will be asked. It was answered by wanting to deliver a keyboard-mouse

version of the game but after starting development through an exploration of VR, they found

there to be so many opportunities that they could not translate back to the keyboard. They listed

them to include moving while using VR controllers and a headset simultaneously. That they

would have to “map an entire section of the keyboard dedicated just to interacting with doors if

we wanted to have that kind of functionality.” In VR opening doors is described as intuitive

because “you know how a door works. So you can crack it open a little bit with one hand and

point at the crack and peek through, drop a grenade there and close the door.” Further elaborating

that they would have had to “ship a game that is missing a lot of those interactions and they

weren’t playtesting so well so we didn’t feel that was a good idea.”

Enhancing VR as a distinctive gaming medium, those with generally positive sentiment toward it

discuss differences among headsets. For example, in PC-connected headset comparisons, a

participant mentioned Oculus Quest to be worse than Valve Index headsets; ”Good people do

realize that Quest doesn't smell roses. Still you can see Facebook marketing victims running

around telling how Quest is superior to Valve Index.” Overall, PC-connected headsets are

preferred to console-connected headsets, such as Playstation VR, which connects to the PC

gaming hierarchy presented in section 6.3.1.
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6.3 Collective identity conflict strategies

6.3.1 VR community spaces

6.3.1.1 Broder VR support

VR supporters amplified Valve’s messages throughout the research material by sharing links to

content that involved or came from the developer, especially regarding VR as a distinctive

gaming medium. For example, commenting “this is why it’s VR and good luck replicating this

with mouse and keyboard” and sharing a tweet by Valve published a day before the game’s

release. Valve’s tweet has a short video attached of the game protagonist grabbing a chair as

protection against an attacking headcrab enemy, which jumps toward the player character Alyx.

As the chair was placed in front of her, the enemy landed on it and was thrown out a nearby

broken window. Attached to Valve’s tweet is also a streaming guide for potential players to tune

their settings for gameplay or for viewing streams.

Disputes regarding VR and keyboard-mouse gaming present itself through comments to also

exist outside the Half-Life: Alyx discussions, such as the comment “I started to ask myself why

there are these discussions in every VR game forum.” Additionally, a shared Youtube video

made a broader VR community’s presence more apparent. It is an in-game video of a VR-only

game Boneworks, which is modified in the video to be played with a keyboard and mouse. In the

video, the player character does not use hands and progresses in the virtual area in a way that

looks as if the interactions are done without using the body of the player character. Making these

kinds of modifications are echoed as options for those requesting a keyboard-mouse version “if



you want it that bad.” The Youtube video’s description refers to the Half-Life: Alyx disputes on

the subject and was copy-pasted to the link sharing comment:

YouTubeTM Video: Playing (just viewing) Boneworks without VR headset
Views: 16,805
It was weird but fun. I used a mixed reality portal to do it. Edit (people in comments from
youtube and reddit told): this video is a proof that HL:A can't be ported to non-vr, it's
unplayable. [– –] (Comment 3522)

Half-Life: Alyx was reported to receive positive reviews as a VR title and as a gaming

experience. These positive reviews, as well as similar videos created underscoring Half-Life:

Alyx’s impact on the gaming industry, are read and consumed by participants and possibly

indirectly referenced, such as the comment “VR will finally have a real 'watershed moment' that

will last.” Reviews are also referenced directly, such as in a comment linking to a review written

by Vice titled "Half-Life: Alyx' Is Scary as Hell, and Proves Valve's VR Gamble Paid Off" where

the gaming medium is accredited to transform the “iconic enemy” headcrabs to be scary again.

6.3.1.2 Claiming a “VR community”

Often VR supporters replied to those with negative sentiments that they should either buy a

headset or stop commenting in the Half-Life: Alyx community. Those not willing to adopt VR

are mentioned to be out of place because the community is a “VR community,” and that “no one

wants these non-VR gamers here.” Those without an interest in playing the VR-only game were

equated as going to a discussion forum for basketball and commenting their dislike for basketball

and how everyone should be playing video games, or as out of place as asking why it cannot be

played on a mobile phone. Therefore, those asking for a keyboard-mouse version are referred to

as “gatekeepers” and “trolls.”
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Comments about a high economic barrier to VR were often expressed not to be valid complaints.

These comments connect to disagreeing about VR as expensive: “My 17 year old step-cousin

earned $1000 in a month of hard work to build his first gaming PC, while he paid his bills. Stop

whining.” The resistant participants were even accused of stealing games by downloading them.

Spending money on hardware is also seen as a given aspect to play a game. Therefore, they were

also encouraged to find a way to play the release, such as finding lower costing solutions, even

asking parents for money, or going “old school” and playing it at a friends house who has a

headset, suggesting the 15 hour game would only take a few weekends to complete.

6.3.2 Negative attributes to identified others

6.3.2.1 Claiming the “Half-Life fan” status

Unlike with self-prescribed collective identities, such as “Half-Life fans”, the word “fan” is used

negatively when describing VR supporters. In connection to the technology being described as

expensive and new, they are further called “ VR fanboys”, “rich fanboys” or just simply

“fanboys” of whose existence was not known to keyboard-mouse gamers prior to interacting in

the Half-Life: Alyx community. Also, being suspected to have lesser knowledge on the previous

releases and joining the discussion only because of discovering a VR-only game. Although,

simultaneously there were “fanboy” comments in connection to Valve and the game series, for

example, commenting on why the release is VR-only: "So the Half-Life sheep buy headsets."

After facing continuous claims of the game’s Steam community being a VR community, it is

highlighted not to belong any more to “VR fans” than to those hoping it was on keyboard and



mouse. They concluded further that because they can comment in the community, they are

allowed to express their views. Also, that outrage was something they expected when reading

that the latest Half-Life game would be VR-only. Discussion topics and comments are mentioned

as logical and reasonable in general, but also especially since there are many who feel left out

due to motion sickness or other limits.

[– –] I think the argument here is we've been waiting for a Half-Life title for a long while
and now it's inaccessible to a large contingent of the gaming community. [– –] (Comment
195)

The exclusionary and “condescending” comments toward those who cannot afford the game are

voiced to be a source of division to the “Half-Life community” at large. After the game was

released, the participants also mentioned Valve and that if the developer leans even more toward

VR in the future, they will lose fans that used to support them:

Okay, well, enjoy a split in the community. I'm sure a lot of you condescending people
will tell us that you will do fine without us the poors who can't afford VR for multiple
reasons. Only time will tell but if they continue in that direction, you're sure to lose a
good part of the fanbase that waited for 13 years. But eh, progress and you don't care
since you're so condescending so...Enjoy. (Comment 3571)

6.3.2.2 Hardcore PC gamer hierarchy

In the disputes overall, both groups elevate themselves as more “hardocre gamers” who enjoy

challenging games, and PC gaming is voiced as a preference to console gaming, which

commenters place lower in a gaming hierarchy. The opposing groups describe the other group to
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be closer to “console gamers.” For example, a commenter mentions VR as being closer to a

“console ideology” because PC gaming is not “something with an area where to move around.”

Also, that maybe VR enthusiasts are not even gamers but part of a “fad8” with the technology.

Furthermore, they are mentioned as being lower in a gaming hierarchy than console gamers:

“They know that they are the ‘black sheep’ in the gaming community, that's why they are so

obnoxious. Even console gamers are more valid than them.”

Furthermore, keyboard-mouse gamers are mentioned to exaggerate VR hardware prices similarly

to console gamers who say they will not game on PC “because a gaming PC costs 5000$,” which

is mentioned to be known by all to be untrue. Those who mention having to buy a new computer

to play Half-Life: Alyx are mentioned to have a “potato system” that should have been upgraded

long ago. While organizing the gamer groups’ by computers, the VR gamers placed themselves

at the top of a PC gamer hierarchy: “I must admit, though. VR is true PC Masterrace9. Those

who root against it are pancake peasants.” There were commenters with otherwise neutral

sentiments entertaining similar aspects: “PC Master race or really VR Master Race? Good

question right?”

Even console-connected Playstation VR divides the typical community line of advocating for

VR. As a commenter mentioned having PlayStation VR and used it as an example when listing

its issues, such as motion sickness, an active VR advocate replied it being of lower quality:

“Playstation VR is nothing like PC VR. Playstation VR is bootleg, a big bucket of dump. Call it

9 The PC Master Race is a tongue-in-cheek term of superiority for PC gaming used among gamers to
compare PC gaming to console gaming.

8 A fad is an innovation considered to be a relatively unimportant aspect of culture, adopted rapidly
but also  rapidly discontinued, such as mood rings, umbrella hats, and flip-up sunglasses.



whatever you want. No wonder you puke all over your room.” Overall, medium supporters

mention the specific headset in a negative light in a similar way resistant participants discuss VR

in general.

6.3.2.3 Medium-tied negative attributes

Opposite to VR being characterized as a “shiny new thing” and its supporters to be young,

keyboard-mouse gaming is called “old hat gaming” and commenters requesting a

keyboard-mouse version are described as old in age or having an old mindset despite age. This is

incorporated into given belittling names, such as “flat-earth gamers.” In connection to seeing

Valve as an innovator and exclusion from the Half-Life: Alyx discussions, their requests receive

replies, such as “if you feel like a granny go do something else'' or simply “OK boomer10.” Even

those who support VR but mention being older themselves reply similarly: “Because VR is the

future, Boomer! By the way, I'm probably older than you!”

In connection to console players being characterized as exaggerating PC prices and those who do

not want to adopt VR are called “poor,” keyboard-mouse gamers are continuously called

belittling nicknames, such as “console peasant” or “pancake peasant,” referring to pancakes

being “flat” like a computer screen. These different names are used often in the material. Those

who mention economic expenses are also bluntly replied to that they should “get a job” and are

even accused of being those who steal games instead of paying for them.

10 “Ok boomer” is a catchphrase and internet meme often used by younger cohorts of the population
to dismiss or mock attitudes typically associated with baby boomers, who were born in the two
decades following World War II.
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Speech acts interpreted as conflictual spurred further aggressive replies and there is much

misinterpellation or disagreeing with attributes mentioned by the opposing group. For example, a

commenter disliking that keyboard-mouse gamers were called “boomers” replied back “♥♥♥♥

boomers, I hate these [VR] guys.” Striving to prove claims wrong were done especially in

regards to accusations of not buying but stealing games. Accusers were advised to go to the

commenters Steam account, which showcased the multiple games they own. Additionally,

negative interactions VR enthusiasts reacted to were mentioned as reasons to further hope

Half-Life: Alyx and VR by association will be reviewed exceptionally well:

I've got nothing against ‘flat’ games. But they are so rooting against it, that I really want
great reviews so they will have no choice but to admit VR is not a gimmick and be forced
to at least TRY! (Comment 3509)

6.4 Toward a unified interpretative perspective

6.4.1 Community unifying strategies

Throughout the material there were disputes, as well as efforts to convince the identified others,

for example, by replying to members of one’s own group that some of the rhetoric they are using

will not help in persuading the other side. Also, in response to disputes that “we are all doing

something dumb here.” Remarks interpreted as mean made by one's own group towards

identified others in the community were also questioned. For example, when a VR supporter

commented wanting to see “flat gamer's salty tears,” another VR supporter replied: “Why?

Pancake gaming is fine. It's just a different medium. Like we have books, movies and theatre.”



Moreover, there were efforts to mend the rift between participants in the collected material a year

after the release. The topics against VR being less outraged than the main“Why only VR!?”

topic. Moreover, a VR supporter addresses other enthusiasts to use more polite language, such as

not calling keyboard-mouse games “pancake.” The creator of the topic “Ugh. Why is ‘Pancake’

the term that seems to have caught on?” first elevates their position as being long active in the

VR scene and suggests that the term “flat” be used instead of “pancake” as it is less exclusionary

and feels less elitist:

I've been in the VR scene since the very beginning, and both "flat" and "pancake"
(originally as a joke) caught on to describe non-VR games...which was necessary
because people were previously saying "2D" and that was confusing.

...ugh, but here I see (with more newcomers than any other VR game) that "pancake"
seems to be the one that's caught on. Why? It was mildly funny as a joke, I guess..but I'd
hate to see everyone at large start referring to non-VR games as "pancakes"...whether
reasonable or not, it feels more elitist to me. Like needing to be in on a joke. Whereas
"flat" just makes sense, accuracy wise and feels less exclusionary. Does anyone else feel
that way? (Topic 5 message)

Overall, the negative sentiments seemed to somewhat dissipated in the material after the game

release with acceptance of the VR-only situation, at least in the community. A neutral

sentimented participant mentioned they too will only watch the game’s walkthroughs and asked

VR resistant participants “why are you still here? Nothing you can change, unfortunately for

you.” Other neutral participants mentioned getting ready to watch the livestreams, even staying

up for them while others shared links to VR sets online in discussion if it would be worthwhile to

purchase VR for the game.
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Furthermore after the game’s release, those commenting for VR expressed enjoying the game,

being excited for VR’s future, and feeling bad for those Half-Life enthusiasts who cannot play it.

They believed that by them purchasing the game and further supporting VR they simultaneously

aid in it becoming more affordable and accessible for others in the Half-Life community,

therefore also supporting those who cannot play it yet:

I just feel bad for everyone missing out to be honest. It really is that good, the FOMO
[fear of missing out] must be killing people. I mean it's Half-Life! I'm sure they will get to
play it down the line when more and more people adopt VR. It won't be going anywhere.
(Comment 3641)

[– –] Eventually, VR will be available for most people as the variety of headset options
widen, so don't get pissed that the big boys at Valve decided to do what few other devs in
the VR space have the capacity to do, and because of this, VR will finally have a real
'watershed moment' that will last; which by the way, so will the game, so while I feel sad
not everyone can enjoy this right now because VR is an expensive platform (I mean, we
don't have figures on PS5 yet, just saying)- I don't feel the slightest bit sorry for people
who feel angry that Valve decided to flex on the promise they made with VR literally
years ago, -FINALLY- at long last, legitimizing it as a
worth-the-time-not-to-mention-faith in progress for this particular game platform, for this
title, and for other major developers to follow suit, if they were hesitant to take a risk on
high-fidelity, 'big boy video games for VR'. [– –] (Comment 3508)

6.4.2 Visualized social networks

In the beginning of the topic “Why only VR!?”, the most active commenter against VR’s central

role was the topic’s creator with 33 comments, joined by a participant with a similar stance

commenting 8 times. Nevertheless, there were more comments made for VR by a participant

creating 30 comments and another 23 comments. All others commenters, despite their sentiment

group, were less active, commenting less than 5 times, and mostly once.



Then again, when the game was released, four participants commented against VR 9, 9, 6, and 5

times, whereas two participants commented for VR 35 and 7 times. Most importantly, two

neutral commenters made 24 and 16 comments, discussing positive and negative aspects

associated with a VR-only game. Therefore, there was a shift in the commenting sentiments with

commenting being less polarized in the material after the game release, as presented in Figure 2,

although all other participants again commented less than 5 times, and mostly once.

Figure 2. Sentiment groups and comment frequency before and after release in “Why only VR!?”

Furthermore, there were more commenters at the beginning of the “Why only VR!?” discussion

topic’s research material because commenters created more singular comments that were also

shorter in length. In the after release material, there were more and longer structured
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conversations with multiple commenters replying to each other. None of the 156 commenters (89

+ 67) in the before and after material were the same.

In the additional material with 16 topic discussion titles and their messages (Appendix B), one

also commented in the material after release in the “Why only VR!?” topic. That commenter is a

VR supporter who offered information on what they found to be more affordable VR alternatives

for those who maintained VR to have high economic expenses. This commenter later created a

topic “Alyx still rocking” where they congratulate Valve on succeeding in increasing VR

adoption rates.

6.4.3 Half-Life: Alyx and VR purchases

Half-Life: Alyx was purchased among those who nevertheless expressed negative sentiment

toward VR in the before (2/27) and after (3/12 ) material. Those who bought it include

commenters mentioning the technology not being suitable for those with eye defects or calling

those who would buy the game “Half-Life sheep.” Nevertheless, those who expressed positive

sentiments toward the game were more likely to purchase the game in the before (39/52) and

after (41/46) material. Overall, commenters in the before material, which was collected two

months previous to the release material, noting that the holidays were in between, were less

likely to have it purchased. At that point, none of the unclear gray (0/4) or neutral yellow (0/5)

participants bought the game unlike the grays (2/2) and yellows (1/7) in the after material, and

accordingly there was more discussion right after the game’s release revolving around buying the

game.



I collected additional material from other active topics nearly a year after the game's release on

April 20th 2021. Similarly to commenters from the after release material in the longer “Why

only VR!?” topic, there were more equal amounts of commenters from the positive, negative,

and neutral sentiment groups: 5 positive, 5 negative, and 6 neutral sentimented topics. Although,

interpreting sentiments of the topic messages was less clear cut than with comments in the “Why

only VR!?” topic due to those acting against VR also reporting purchasing a VR set.

For example, in the topic “Hopefully Valve has learned the lesson” the message is addressed at

Valve disagreeing with how they took a “highly hyped” and “beloved franchise” to promote their

VR headsets. Then again, the topic’s message accompanied the edit note “I have a VR headset

now.” Similarly in another topic “Is VR worth it for one game?”, the author positioned

themselves as a “Half-Life fan” addressing “other Half-Life fans (not VR fans)” nevertheless

about purchasing Valve’s VR hardware and the game, if “1000+$$$” is worth it. These reported

VR purchases and thoughts of doing so in the additional material against VR (3/5), not

identifying with the developer Valve’s VR interest or “VR fans,” give the collected purchase data

additional meaning which will be discussed in the Dicussions section.

Then there are those who have bought the game while still not enjoying VR writing about their

disappointments about the game and its medium:

I loved Half-Life and Half-Life 2, I grew up with them as a teen and they changed my life.
With Half-Life: Alyx however it feels as crap as the episodes, it doesn't feel like a true
Half-Life game. I've only played a couple hours in total since March last year (I got a
refund initially and then bought it on sale) but I just cannot bring myself to play it. I just
feel nothing for it, I hate how they changed the voice actress............ I'm trying to live with
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myself for not liking a Half-Life game lol. I loved Half-Life and 2 with a passion, they
meant so much to me in my teenage years.................. HUMPH.

It doesn't help that I think VR is crap, I own a headset and haven't used it much since
2016 :/ I just don't see anything good in it, VR has about 50 years before it is convincing.
So sad to me because the last time Valve made a game I liked it was 2011, I think the
talent has long gone from the studio and Steam doesn't impress me either these days, I
spend most my time on the Epic Store. I want Valve to do well like I wanted Bullfrog, the
developer from my Childhood.... but I guess all good things must come to an end. (Topic
6 message)

6.4.4 Future Half-Life technology

Regarding future Half-Life games, a topic was made to be a poll with the title “Do you want

Half-Life 3 VR or Flat?” Although, it only counts those commenters’ votes from whom it is

visible to see that they own the game on Steam, therefore only counting votes of those who have

purchased the game and possibly VR too. Furthermore, voters can only vote for one option. At

the date of collecting the additional research topic messages (April 20th, 2021), the poll on

Half-Life 3 was updated and showed 237 voting for VR and 33 voting for it to be played with

keyboard and mouse.

Despite the vote and praises in topics calling it “the game of the century,” VR technology is also

nevertheless elaborated to be “scarce” and expensive in another topic. Moreover, another topic

creator hopes for there to be more similar VR-only games to Half-Life: Alyx to see the medium

grow but simultaneously calls the technology to be a “gimmick” since it has not “taken off” yet.

Furthermore, another creator reported mixed feelings regarding the wait of another similar VR

game in their topic “Starting to lose faith in VR games'':



I don't know if Valve is working on something but nothing tells me that they are. There is
no game that comes close to Half-Life: Alyx, and it seems this will be for a long time. Are
there any capable gaming companies out there? (Topic 3 message)

Outside VR and keyboard-mouse comparisons, another hardware-related topic connects to the

entertained idea of Half-Life 3 as a “brain-interfaced game” brought up in the previous material.

The topic “Brain VR'' had an attached link directing to a Youtube video of a macaque narrated to

have had a device surgically implanted to each side of its brain. The primate was playing a

pong-like video game where an on-screen cursor was moved into appearing square-shapes, while

moving an unplugged joystick with its hand. This macaque was voiced to use the joystick only

out of habit and in actuality “controlling the cursor entirely with decoded neural activity,” the

topic’s sole written message being “anybody else excited?”

7. Discussions

7.1 Valve’s divide and conquer strategy

The results presented that in Steam’s Half-Life: Alyx community, the participants’ comments or

speech acts for and against VR were directed toward aspects of the technology itself, such as its

economic expenses, gaming experience, and distinctiveness as a technology. In the process,

commenters made their views clear and therefore represented being for or against VR. Therefore,

the opposition was also identified through what they represented, which is also a way to ensure

conflict action does not hit one’s own group  (Melucci 1996, 293). Because the participants used

pseudonyms, typically resulting in more aggressive comments (Laaksonen & Matikainen 2013,

182-183), the conflict action toward the identified opposition were also understood in this study
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as speech acts for or against VR. These conflict actions included claiming the game’s Steam

space as a “VR community,” constructing and claiming a “Half-Life fan” status, as well as

giving each other negative attributes associated with the gaming medium they supported.

As speech acts refer to language not only being about things but also doing things (Wood &

Kroger 2000, 4), referring to action taken with text (ibid., 7), and because this case study’s

digitally networked groups have a constructed united “we” and a shared cause (Bennet &

Segerberg 2012, 748-749) they are understood as taking collective action. The speech act form of

collective action was not as short-lived as a social outburst, such as a celebration after an ice

hockey championship (Ilmonen & Siisiäinen 2020), neither was it collective action understood as

coming from advanced institutionalized wholes. Therefore, similarly to a social movement, the

collective action taken in these virtual communities is seen to be in between the two ends.

(Freeman & Johnson 1999, 1–2.)

Additionally, in a social movement, its social actors can change the movement structure with

spontaneous novel demands (ibid.). The “Half-Life community,” which had long-standing efforts

put toward receiving a Half-Life 3 through creating articles, documentaries, game jam games,

and crowdfunding efforts for the sequel (Noclip 2018), changed its structure with the latest

release, which created the “Half-Life fans” and “VR community” divisions. These divisions in

the community could be seen as beneficial for the developer Valve from a “divide and conquer”

perspective where their power is maintained by breaking up larger concentrations of power into

divisions that individually have less power.



Because of the novel demands, “Half-Life fans” and the “VR community” are more clearly seen

as collective identities in this case study than their shared “Half-Life community.” Overall, the

speech acts toward VR in the discussion forum constructed their identities (Wood & Kroger

2000, 5). Similar to social movements, the commenters’ collective identity “memberships” were

informal, kept together with shared goals, values, interests, and worries from which they

recognize each other and unite as part of a collective action network (Melucci 1996, 75;  Diani

1992 , 13). Additionally, in their conflictual speech acts, their internal solidarities were seen as

strengthening their identities and solidifying them (Melucci 1996, 74). For example, the negative

depictions of VR and its users spurred a need to prove “Half-Life fans” wrong by hoping for

great reviews for the VR-only game, so the opposition would be “forced to at least try.”

Valve is sided and perhaps “recognized” as part of the “VR community” who felt the developer

served them or even their “dreams” for what VR could be. In creating these divisions, whether it

was calculated or not, the developer gained again a loyal supporter group who behaved as

“customer support” in trying to offer more affordable alternatives for those who have complaints

about the technology. Additionally, through their conflictual speech acts, such as attempting to

claim the game’s discussions forum by excluding those creating negatively sentimental

comments toward VR. The quality of the divide is beneficial even from the perspective of

“Half-Life fans” still maintaining hopes for a keyboard-mouse version, and engaging in

developing conflict with other commenters, without the developer answering. Even if Valve was

also called a “backstabber,” they were still given a chance of redemption through an ultimatum

of the fanbase no longer supporting them, if they continue further with VR.
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As Steam is owned by Valve (Colwill 2017) I cannot be completely sure if some of the

commenters were Valve employees or other stakeholders, as the company must have an interest

in the reception of the Half-Life series and VR, even if a loyal fanbase is provided. Because

Half-Life: Alyx is playable with many PC-connected VR sets (Verge 2020), the stakeholders

might consist also of employees from other companies trying to forward VR. Nevertheless, I

primarily chose Steam’s comments as research material exactly because of following my

suspicion of VR being a divisive element in the community, unlike reported in the positive critic

reviews (Metacritic n.d.a.). Therefore, even if there could be comments from stakeholders, there

are also multiple commenters who express their disappointments, as visualized in section 6.4.2,

further highlighting the presence of a divide.

7.2 The Half-Life cycle’s interpretative unified perspectives

If the VR sentiments of commenters becoming less polarized after the release of Half-Life: Alyx

indicates moving from disputes toward a more interpretative unified perspective, the central

phenomenon of The Half-Life cycle captures this dividing and unifying behavior. Somewhat also

in relation to previous releases in the series. An addition to this cycle's narrative is the

modernistic focus on the "future," and the technological progressions (Therborn & Vilokkinen

2012, 94; 167) connected to the Half-Life releases. While the commenters agree on the first two

Half-Life releases as being forerunners in exhibiting what a PC gamer mentioned as "the

bleeding edge of technology," commenters still disagree if VR technology is to be put in the

same technology focused narrative of the Half-Life cycle. From a consequence perspective, the

commenters were divided, as some congratulated Valve on increasing VR adoption rates and



entertained Half-Life 3 to be a brain-interfaced game, others do not find the consequences to be

enough. They compare VR to the innovations from the previous releases, highlighting how they

spread rapidly, which VR is concluded not to have done.

The research material could also be influenced by the Steam community shifting into a "VR

community," therefore, more of those with negative sentiments toward VR might have stopped

commenting. The shift is highlighted in the additional material (Appendix B) with the topic "Hot

take: I'd prefer HL:3 as a non-VR" with that request being a "hot take." Moreover, commenters

asking for a keyboard-mouse version seemed to have realized Valve is not shifting, which could

explain why later keyboard-mouse modifications of the game were asked from the Steam

community instead, such as in the topic "Half Life Alyx keyboard and mouse mod." Moreover,

the topic "VR Bad" was locked, and the more upset main topic "Why only VR!?" Additionally,

there is also a possibility of those who did not enjoy the game despite adopting VR for it no

longer being part of the reorganized Half-Life community as one wrote "I guess all good things

must come to an end."

7.3 Further research suggestions

The purpose of this case study was to examine the virtual gaming community’s speech acts in

connection to social movement mechanisms for taking collective action: social networks,

collective identities, conflict action against identified others. As hopefully was conveyed, the

social movement literature was found useful when studying enthusiastic online communities. For

example, with the social network mechanism (della Porta & Diani 2006, 20-21) where similar to
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the Occupy Wallstreet Movement, the digital circulation of texts built a geographically dispersed

networked counterpublic that could articulate their critiques (Penney & Dadas 2014, 74.). In

addition to the presented the collective identities and their conflict action strategies against

identified others. Although the literature was useful, there is no claim made that enthusiastic

virtual communities are social movements or even necessarily “fan activism” where fans used

political protest practices like online petitions (Earl & Kimport 2009, 220), in which social

movement literature is also examined (ibid. 223).

Nevertheless, there are questions about the nature of social movements, “fan activism,” and

forwarding interests outside of traditional social movement goals by methods outside of political

protest practices. As presented in the results, there are those who disclosed passionately wanting

to forward VR technology, and not necessarily only in regards to the fun-focused gaming realm.

Even if there might be individual interests, it could be possible that there are goals that are more

socially or politically oriented. VR could be found to be more intuitive or equal for everyone to

pick up in comparison to using computers with keyboards. Users could, for example, perform

daily actions, such as writing online documents with an imaginary pen that doesn’t need to be

held. The question arises, what kind of physical technology related movements could there be.

Further research could be done on what are the reasons behind wanting to forward VR in those

who are most actively pursuing it.

This study could be used as an example on using social movement literature, focusing on their

action, in understanding the barriers between social movements and virtual communities.

Additionally understanding divisiveness in virtual communities could be useful to take into



account when examining social movements. Although Valve is a hardware and software

company, they managed to create divisions in their enthusiastic Half-Life community to engage

in conflictual speech acts against each other. As there are also two political worldviews of

liberalism and socialism in the Anonymous movement, which conflict to some degree (Fuchs

2013, 345), as well as the “feminist sex wars” regarding sexual politics, starting in 1982

(Comella 2008, 202), it is important to know that similar divisions to social movements could be

manufactures in various communities.

7.4 Evaluating the case study

As I utilized grounded theory in this case study, I first analyzed the research material, and later

found the literature. Nevertheless, my general interest in social movements brought me to the

topic of examining what overlap the enthusiastic gaming-oriented virtual community could have

with social movements. Furthermore, I focused on social movements in my bachelor's thesis.

Therefore, its literature already affected my research decisions, for example, regarding the initial

analysis in section 5.1. and the final research question. Based on the initial categories, I already

wanted to delve in aspects related to commenters’ identity, goals, and action. I chose action, and

in relation to VR. This was because the technology was indeed divisive, as was initially

suspected. Therefore, treating comments as speech acts, and taking into account the possibility

from social movements that commenters could act for and against the technology also through

identified others (Melucci 1996, 74), the background of social movements was present. Even

after I found myself back to literature on the social movement mechanisms for collective action

after I had already coded the material, and after considering other options for the literature.
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As a lurker, I did not participate in the making of the research material and therefore contribute

in the comments. Furthermore, I coded every comment in the material in respect to it acting for

or against VR. With the initial sentiment analysis, I could code those expressing both positive

and negative sentiments as neutral, therefore not placing multifaceted commenters in a binary

group. Striving to portray the research material as accurately as possible, I added excerpts,

savoring the initial meanings they could portray in their formatting, as well as presenting quotes

in-text. Additionally, collecting the purchase data from the comments to compare them with

results was used as triangulation in the qualitative case study by using multiple sources of data in

examining the same phenomenon, adding validation to the results (Sakki, Pirttilä-Backman, &

Hakoköngäs 2020).
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Fad: An innovation considered to be a relatively unimportant aspect of culture, adopted rapidly

but also  rapidly discontinued, such as mood rings, umbrella hats, and flip-up sunglasses.

Fans: Also known as enthusiasts, are passionately interested in somebody or something, such as

a game or sports.

First-person shooter: A video game, which involves shooting enemies and engaging in other

combat from a first-person perspective, experiencing the action through the eyes of a protagonist.

Game engine: Software framework primarily designed for the development of video games, and

generally includes relevant libraries and support programs.

Game physics: Also known as computer animation physics, involves the introduction of the

laws of physics into a simulation or game engine for the purpose of making the effects appear

more realistic to the observer.

“Ok boomer”: Catchphrase and internet meme often used by younger cohorts of the population

to dismiss or mock attitudes typically associated with baby boomers, who were born in the two

decades following World War II.

PC Master Race: Tongue-in-cheek term of superiority for PC gaming used among gamers to

compare PC gaming to console gaming.

Porting: Converting a video game designed to run on a different platform.

User researcher: A researcher that utilizes feedback methodologies to determine the user

experience of products.

WikiLeaks: An international non-profit organisation that publishes news leaks and classified

media provided by anonymous sources.



Appendix B: Additional material topics

1. Why only VR!?

2. GAME OF THE CENTURY.

3. Starting to lose faith in VR games

4. Is VR worth it for one game?

5. Ugh. Why is "Pancake" the term that seems to have caught on?

6. I really want to love this game, but I just cannot be bothered to play it.

7. Half Life Alyx keyboard and mouse mod

8. Alyx Still Rocking

9. kinda sad that i have heard almost nothing about this game since roughly its month launch

10. VR is very stressful

11. Hopefully Valve has learned the lesson

12. VR bad

13. Hot take: I'd prefer HL:3 as a nonVR

14. Do you want half life 3 VR or flat?

15. I really want to play this, but VR is so scarce right now.

16. This game is amazing

17. Brain vr

18. Remember When VR Was Supposed to Kick Off? Welp…


